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2008 Rover-Landers
Executive
President
Dave Blair
250.546.3606
daveblair@blackpress.ca
Vice President
Andy Deane
604.833.1953
dr.jibalo@shaw.ca
Past President
Don MacDonald
604.985.7729
don@rovertech.ca
Secretary
Paul Cooper
604.393.0563
pauljcooper@shaw.ca
Treasurer
Shawn Doherty
604.939.2490
shawndoherty@shaw.ca
• Send memberships to:
1829 Pleasant Valley Road, Armstrong,
B.C., V0E 1B2, or use PayPal on the
Rover-Landers website.
• Send club correspondence to the
Club Secretary at: 46321 Cessna Drive,
Chilliwack, V2P 1A7
• The Rover-Landers of BC are
committed to the preservation,
restoration and driving enjoyment
of Land Rover vehicles; and the
preservation of the outback
environment throughout B.C. Events
are targeted towards all
members of the family.

Rover-Landers
Volunteer Directors
• Minutes Recorder, Communications
& Web Photo Galleries: Bill Eastwood
gvrdeu@telus.net
• Business Relations: John Parsons
roverlad@telus.net
• Webmaster: Dave Blair
daveblair@blackpress.ca
• Clothing & Merchandise: Andy Deane
dr.jibalo@shaw.ca
• Vancouver Island Rep: Greg Sutfin
gsutfin@telus.net
• Northern Interior Rep: Gerry Bolduc
gb.oforc@hotmail.com

Rover-Landers
Key Volunteers
• Membership Coordinator &
Newsletter Editor: Pamela Blair
hoofandpaw@sunwave.net
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Supporters
• Special thanks go to all our advertisers
who make the publication of this newsletter possible. Please show your support
by visiting these companies.
• The Rover-Landers of BC reserves the
right to refuse any advertisers.
• The Rover-Landers of BC has a very
active Internet home page and web
Forum. Visit our site at:
http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca
• The Rover-Landers web server is hosted
by Net Nation, Vancouver, B.C.
• The Rover-Lander is produced 3 times
per year (April, August & December) &
is mailed to all paid members.
• The Rover-Lander is printed by Bruce
Adams at Professional Graphics in
Armstrong, B.C.

On the Cover

• Calendar of Events: Kris Maksymuik
emailkris@telus.net

this month's cover is LR3,
the Spring issue will be a Series.

• Whipsaw Trail Project: Shawn Doherty
shawndoherty@shaw.ca

• The new generation of Land Rover –
John Curtis' 2008 LR3 from Vancouver
poses on top of Mt. Tuk, Rover Ranch
2008 Run.
Photo by: Roving Photographix

• Whipsaw Trail Preservation Committee:
Shawn Doherty, Andy Deane,
Pete Lembesis & Kris Maksymuik

Website
www.roverlanders.bc.ca

In this Issue
• President's Message
• Monthly Minutes
• Remembering Harold Huggins
• Brits on the Beach - July
• Mackenzie Trail Expedition 2008
• Whipsaw Run - September
• Solihull National Land Rover Rally
• Jim McEachern Memorial
Ashnola / Whipsaw Run - October
• Northwest Challenge 08 - Washington
• Green Mountain Run - Van Isle
• A Race, a Rover and 2 Rascals
• In the Garage • In the News
• Founder's Day 2009
• 2009 Membership Application
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Monthly Meeting Minutes
September Meeting Minutes
September 25th, 2008
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., ABC
Restaurant, Burnaby, B.C.
Members Present: Dave Blair, Andy Deane,
Shawn Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Don MacDonald, Andrew Phillips, Dave Fraser, Ryan Ulansky, Barry & Andrea Newton, Zak Pishalski,
David Vervaet.
Guests Present: Cameron Sainsbury
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
(not read)
• Treasurer's Report: No Report
• Membership Update: Not available
• Newsletter Report: Not available
• Meeting Location: Dave Blair asked those
present what they thought about the ABC restaurant on Hastings in Burnaby as a meeting
location. Also what were people's thoughts
on alternating the location in general. Many
opinions were expressed but no consensus was
reached. As such it was agreed that we will continue to meet at Ricky’s Restaurant in Surrey for
the remainder of the year.
• Club President: Dave Blair reminded those
present that he will be stepping down as club pres-

ident at the AGM and that anyone with an interest
should consider running as his replacement.
• Mugs: Bill voiced concern about the quality
of the logo screening on the mugs and asked
that when it comes time to reorder that we get
a better quality. It was agreed that Bill should
complain to the new incoming president.
• Event News:
– Moab: Members Dave & Pamela Blair,
Bernie & April Buttner, Phil Armstrong, John
Parsons, Dave Tebbutt & Peter Tebbutt (nonmember), Randy Hay (non-member), Stuart
Longair, Sharlene MacEachern, Tony Klassen
(non-member vendor), Glen Daigle (non-member) and Bill Eastwood are now back from the
Solihull Society National Rally in Moab. Dave
showed photos on screen of the trip taken by
him and Bill Eastwood.
– Billings: Dave presented the idea of trying
to arrange a group trip to the large Land Rover
show at Billings in England. Dave had discussions with other members about this possibility
and was looking for expressions of interest. It
was also added that such a trip could present the
possibility of collaboratively purchasing container shipping space to bring back any goodies
from Britain. Nothing is planned but the idea is
put over for further discussion.

– Whipsaw: The upcoming and final official
run promises to be a good one. The Whipsaw
committee promises a BBQ and a combined
Run of the Whipsaw Trail with a run of the
Ashnola Traverse (in reverse) in honour of our
friend Jim McEachern. Details and sign up to be
posted on the website or you can contact Pete
Lembesis for more information.
– NWC: Dave Blair reminded everyone about
the upcoming Northwest Challenge on the
October long weekend. Washington is this
year’s host and next year it will be Oregon.
Dave floated the suggestion that it might be
time to breathe new life into the “Challenge”
by broadening the scope of the event for wider
appeal. He asked for the groups opinion. Mixed
enthusiasum for changing the format in recognition of the amount of work already needed to
organize such an event. The matter will remain
open for discussion.
– Christmas Party: Members were asked about
their interest in having another club Christmas
Party at the White Spot restaurant on Georgia
Street or some other location. It was agreed that
last year’s event was well received and that a
similar event should go ahead.
Meeting adjourned 8:40 p.m.

October Meeting Minutes
October 16th, 2008
Shawn Doherty & Andy Deane recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., Ricky's
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Andy Deane, Shawn
Doherty, Stuart Scantlebury, David Vervaet,
Kris Maksymuik, Karl Nylund, Phil Armstrong,
Pete Lembesis, Mark Maksymuik.
Guests Present: Debbie Waters
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
(not read)
• Treasurer's Report: No Report
• Membership Report: Submitted by Pamela
Blair, read by Andy Deane.
– Membership currently sits at 86 paid members
for 2008. New member Jason Belsey from Vancouver in since the September Meeting.
• Newsletter Report: Submitted by Pamela

Blair, read by Andy Deane.
– The Winter issue of the Rover-Lander is now
in production and an e-mail was sent out on Oct.
08 to active members for In the Garage submissions, so far one submission booked in to date.
E-mails were also sent out on Oct 08 for writeups from the National Rally in Moab and other
recent Runs. To date responses/write-ups are in
for Moab, Whipsaw - Sept and the Jim McEachern Asnola/Whipsaw Run in Oct. Thanks!
– If any one has any other Land Rover articles
they would like to see in the Rover-Lander, please
let me know at hoofandpaw@sunwave.net
– E-mail was sent to John Parsons on Oct 15
to remind the advertisers of the winter issue
coming up and to get any changes into us as
well as any new ads. Waiting to hear back on
this from John.
– The Winter newsletter should be out to all
by the first week of December, well before the

Christmas mail rush.
• Vice President Andy Deane started a pleasant
round table discussion on what everyone had
been up to the last few months:
– Phil Armstrong: talked about Mackenzie Trail
– Karl Nylund: Range Rover hybrid
– Kris Maksymiuk: Nov. Whipsaw trip
– David Vervaet: oil leaks
– Andy Deane: Range Rover starter fix on trail
– Pete Lembesis: brakes on 110
– Shawn Doherty: Whipsaw feast and solo
Whipsaw trip
– Stuart Scantlebury: new 2004 Disco and new
tyres.
• Founders Day: Founder’s Day discussion followed with many suggestions for more action
things to participate in.
Meeting adjourned at 9:00 p.m.

November Meeting Minutes
November 20th, 2008
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., Ricky's
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.

Members Present: Dave Blair, Don MacDonald, Andy Deane, Shawn Doherty, Stuart Scantlebury, Stuart Longair, Kris Maksymuik, Mark
Maksymuik, Phil Armstrong, Pete Lembesis,

John Parsons, Bill Eastwood, Bernie & April
Buttner, Andrew Phillips, Ryan Ulansky, Rick
Mellenger, Christopher Wiebe, (one other present, unable to read signature) CC initials.
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The group met up together on Aug. 3rd in
the town of Quesnel and stayed the first night
at Dragon Lake on a spare lot owned by the
publisher of the Quesnel paper. The group of
8 pulled out from the Extra Foods parking
lot at 8:35 a.m. on Aug. 4th with everyone
fueled & geared up the night before.
Instead of getting to the AMHT trail
entrance along many dusty kilometers of
gravel on the Blackwater FSR, the group
went in via the Nazko Road which was
paved then turns to gravel. After spotting a
young moose on the left the group turned
right onto the Pitt-Harrington-Snaking
River Road which would take them north
to join up to the Blackwater FSR not far
from the 64 km AMHT sign point. The
Snaking River Road was quiet and peaceful cutting down many kms of dusty gravel.
Greg & Bob appreciated this as they were
open-sided in Greg's SIII 109.
Day 1 was not without its casualties
with Bill Inch having 2 flat tires early on,
heat related issues on the white Range
Rover showed up that simply got worse as
each day went on, and then at 5:20 p.m.
Dave's IIA complained about the continuous hidden rock gardens snapping a rear
half-shaft. Always a problem on old Series
trucks, Dave was prepared and ready, and
between he and Ryan the hub was off, the
broken shaft out and replaced and the little
truck was rolling down the trail again at
6:10 p.m. Strangely the half-shaft broke
about 40 feet from where the fan fell off
Dave Tebbutt's red Range Rover on the
2005 trek. Eerie!! Must be those Chilcotin
ghosts.
Driving into the setting sun we arrived
at the Pan Meadows Crossing about 6:50
p.m. Phil's 90, always a good water truck,
was chosen as the 'test duck' to do the dirty
and forge the route across the Blackwater

testing the river depth as he went. All
was fine and the high water level we had
expected was not a problem. We were all
crossed over before we knew it and setting up camp in the meadows by 7:15 p.m.
After a full day it was an early to tents
night for most of us as we had another full

day ahead with hopes of making it to the
abandoned Blackwater Lodge on the north
side of Tsacha Lake for night 2.
Monday saw an early rise to frost on the
tent sides which quickly melted off when
the sun rose over the trees. With the rising
sun came the daily onslaught of frantic and
hungry bugs.
The section from the Pan Meadows
Crossing over to Sandyman's Meadows
veers off the AMHT and follows an old
cattle route that Pan Phillips & Rich Hobson used when driving cattle over the
Blackwater to the Home Ranch. Mackenzie's original route was done by canoe here
and heads west through the Blackwater
River and into Euchiniko Lake. There
were many deadfalls along this section
with the trail quite overgrown making for
slow going. Later on I commented to Dave
that the trees finally seemed to be opening
up, little did we know what we would see
caused us both to say, "Holy crap!"

A fresh wound had been slashed through
the forest obliterating a portion of the
original cattle route, the wound being a
recently cut logging road linking Nazko to
the native village of Kluskus. Re-grouped
again we realized there was no choice but
to go down the logging road and try and
pick up the original trail, we headed west
looking for the entrance into Sandyman's
Meadows and a good lunch spot.
I located a herd of feral horses that
were camped out in the meadows, Dave
had promised me wild horses on the 2005
trek, but I saw none and was disappointed.
This time, there they were, a buckskin
stallion with his herd of mares, yearlings
and foals.
Grabbing my camera I set off quietly
through the long grass, off in another world
that was not Land Rover related hoping to
capture one or two shots of the herd. The
stallion on guard of course, posed magnificently keeping his herd back behind him,
Speaking quietly to him I was aware of the
possibility he could at any moment charge
and attack, but he did not. After getting
some great shots, the herd was off in a flash

seeking secret cover in the trees. I walked
back to our truck with goosebumps, feeling
exhilarated. My trip was made!
Back on the road again we forged on
managing to pick up the original cattle
route once again. The group rolled through
the native village of Kluskus at about 3:00
p.m., not stopping as we had done in the
past but silently rolling through wondering
if anyone was watching us. Off to the left
we could see the fresh-cut logging road
into the village that now linked this remote
village to Nazko.
With it now past 3:00, Dave & I realized
there was no way we could reach Tsacha
Lake before dark, so we decided to try and
locate the turn-off north onto the Messue
Wagon Road and camp in the meadows on
the north side of the Blackwater west of
Euchiniko Lake.
Well... after a confusing start that
involved a wrong turn, lots of tree cutting,
more sweating, big rocks, eventual backtracking and 50 minutes of wasted driving
we tried another turn into the trees and
eventually found the Messue Crossing and
the meadows on the other side.
Everyone in, tents up, mossie coils lit
and bug spray always at the ready, dinner plans underway, Greg & Bob set off
in their canoe to explore the Euchiniko. I
planted my feet in my aquasocks and had a
very welcome and refreshing splash about
in the river cooling off sweaty arms and
dirty scratched up legs.
Wednesday saw everyone up to a bright,
sunny mosquito-filled day once again. We
rolled out about 9:35 a.m. with the little
IIA heavily complaining at start-up as it
seemed two glow plugs were now down.
Always something with Rovers! Once
going, we were ready for action and the
IIA proved to be a real beast in the bush
blazing trail for the others.
Out on the 'right track' of the Messue
Wagon Road it was a pleasant and forgiving trail and a nicer run than the two others we had tried the previous night and at
10:07 we popped back out onto the AMHT.
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Our goal for today was to try and reach the
old Home Ranch by supper.
All of us that were on the 2005 trek
were surprised at how dry the trail was at
this point, for in 2005 it took everyone a
long time to get through the next section
due to hidden rocks on a submerged and
muddy trail. This trip we saw evidence of
recent skidder action, with lots of nasty bits
being smoothed out. Noon saw us all safely
down to the run down site of the MacKenzie Trail Lodge on Tsacha Lake. The lodge
was in rough shape but Tsacha presented
herself to us in all her glory, sparkling and
shining in the sun. Tsacha is one of the
bigger lakes along the route and has easy
access for swimming, so many of the Boys
plunged in for a refreshing cool-off dip.

Dave & I were very pleased to see the
bridge the 2005 group re-built was still in
place, we had heard rumors that a skidder
may have crushed it again. The IIA now
known as 'SpongeBob Square Pants', for
obvious reasons (spongy & square) posed
on the bridge for us as a reminder.
Out of Tsacha just after 1:00 we were
back in the trees and back to cutting.
Deciding not to stop at the abandoned
Blackwater Lodge we pushed on to the old
Cassam Ranch for a drink and rest stop.
There was a bit of confusion up top at
the fork by the old sleigh by some of the
trucks now further back. Dave and I knew
what lay ahead and tried our best over the
CB to tell everyone, "Do not take the right
hand fork, if you do, then STAY OUT OF
THE MEADOWS!!" Phil our gunner, knew
exactly what this meant as it was here on
the 2005 trek that he with four others took
the right hand fork down and found themselves bonnet deep in meadow-bog.
At 3:35 p.m. we popped out of the bush
onto an airstrip after rocking and rolling
our way along a miserable little stretch
through the trees. We lined up alongside
the airstrip at the Pan Phillips Fishing
Resort that is run by Pan's youngest son
Robbie and his lovely wife Linda.
We had a good visit with Robbie, Linda

& Chunks their 14+ year old chocolate
Lab with the group going inside to see Pan
Phillips’ memorial display and sign the
guest book. Robbie had been expecting us
to come through as Dave had sent him an
e-mail about 6 wks prior to our departure.
On behalf of the Rover-Landers of
BC Dave presented Robbie & Linda with
Rover-Landers gifts. Eventually Robbie &
Linda waved us all off saying it was about
5 miles south to the Home Ranch. Linda
calling out to us, "Stay to the high side as
there are some tippy bits."
It was a rough, long and tippy 5 miles
and I was relieved when we popped out of
the trees and gazed across the huge meadow to the Home Ranch with the impressive Itchas looming in the far off south. I
had finally made it to this spectacular and
historic spot!
After a few navigational queries of
where to go from here; don't go in the
meadow, where's the trail, what happened
to the fresh quad tracks?? we arrived at
the Home Ranch about 5:20. It would be
days later that Dave & I discovered we had
broken one of the inside leaf shackles off
SpongeBob on a big rock buried in the dry
creek bed. SpongeBob really lived up to
his new name after this as he had was quite
spongy and wobbly.

Camps were set up down on the banks
of the Carnlick River. It was gorgeous!
despite the bugs which were worse here
than other places with deer flies desperately trying to out number the mosquitoes.
The river called out to me again and
with boots kicked off, towel and soap in
hand, I hiked up the river, stripped down to
my skivvies and had a very welcome river
bath. Ahhhhhhh! Due to long days battling
bugs, hour after hour of dragging out trees,
constant sweating in a very hot truck, the
cold wetness of the river was the best thing
ever. I was in bed every night by 9:30 p.m.
opting for no campfire chats as I was simply wiped out.
Thursday morning found us up at 7:00
to an overcast and hazy sky. The group
were packed up and ready to go by 9:00

with our aim to try and reach either Eliguk
or Gatcho Lake to camp.
Heading northwest we opened the gate to
Walt Lampert's ranch at 10:30, the white RR
still over-heating and cutting out and the red
RR now smelling of leaking gas. Never a
dull moment when out with Rovers.
The group were then treated to the curious property of Walt's and were able to
view the 'still there' Series I Land Rover
that had once run the Blackwater country
for Indian Affairs. The Boys brought ole
Walt up to date on worldly goings on, the
new Nazko-Kluskus Road and the state of
the trail. Walt and his wife were also treated by Dave to some Rover-Landers gifts.
After we rolled out of Lampert's last
gate Dave & I pondered about the trip
noting that the trail itself had been quite
dry so far making for quicker traveling
times, even if we were only averaging 2.1
to 3.2 mph through many sections. The
water levels were down for river crossings
so what would the really 'bad' section be
like? Would we luck out and drive right
through? We had been hearing a few comments over the previous few days like,
"Where are these challenging sections?",
"I haven't seen any bogs, what bog, where's
the mud? You promised mud!!" I quietly
said to myself, "Wait for it."
At 12:05 p.m. on Day 4 we hit the first
muddy section with John Barge's red D90
getting stuck and having to winch through.
Up to this point no one had had their winch
out except us on Day 1 when SpongeBob
was repositioned back to the trail off an
incline when the rear half-shaft blew. You
could feel it in the air, the group was itching to winch. Crazy Rover people!!
The lunch stop today was at the airplane
cabin at 1:00 lasting a mere 30 mins due to
mossies that were hungrier than all of us
put together. From here Dave, Big Daddy
Tebbutts, Ryan & I did more tree cutting
and removal as the quads going through
had snuck under the low branches or gone
around. Navigating this section proved
tricky for some of the longer wheel-based
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Solihull National Land Rover Rally – September 16 - 20th, 2008
Moab, Utah
• Paul Donohue from the Solihull Society kindly send in these statistics that show the breakdown of trucks plus the people count
into areas. Unfortunately the truck tally could be a tad off as 24
trucks were down as ‘unspecified’ – they could have been Land
Rovers of any type and yes, even maybe more... Jeeps.
• Discovery I & II ( 97), Defenders 90 & 110 (61), Range Rovers (37), Series I, II & III (25), Lightweight (1), Freelander (1),
FC101 (1), Jeeps (3), Unspecified (24).
• People came from 34 US states, 4 Canadian provinces, Finland
& Puerto Rico.
• Colorado: 125, California: 56, Arizona: 22, British Columbia,
Canada: 22, Texas: 20, New Mexico: 16, Utah: 16, New Jersey:
15, Florida: 8, Montana: 8, Minnesota: 7, North Carolina: 7.
Washington: 7, Iowa: 6, Oregon: 6, Tennessee: 6, Wyoming: 6,
Georgia: 5, Massachusetts: 5, New York: 5, Vermont: 5, Indiana:
4, Manitoba, Canada: 4, Virginia: 4, Illinois: 3, Nevada: 3, Ohio:
3, Ontario, Canada: 3, Connecticut: 2, Maryland: 2, Oklahoma: 2,
Puerto Rico: 2, Finland: 1, Alberta, Canada: 1, Idaho: 1, Kansas:
1, Maine: 1, Michigan: 1, New Hampshire: 1.
According to the final National Rally tally stats there were 22 people that headed down from British Columbia – many being road
hardy Rover-Landers members ~ Phil Armstrong, John Parsons, Dave Tebbutt, Dave & Pamela Blair, Bill Eastwood,
Bernie & April Buttner, Stuart Longair & Sharlene MacEachern and Warren Foster. Members were asked to submit tales of
their adventures driving the slickrock and trails and their time at this year's National Rally.
Here are a couple of Tales from the Desert...

Moab 2008
by Dave Tebbutt, Mission
1975 Range Rover
Photos: John Parsons
Moab must be a great place to go!! We
were heading down for our fourth visit, at
least Phil and I were! For John and Peter it
was, I think their second time down.
The first night's stop over was at Grangeville in Idaho, and in the morning Randy
Hay and Denuta had caught up to us. After
a huge breakfast at the local eatery we
took off, to try and complete a previously
aborted attempt in 2006 (too much snow)
to cross the Magruder Corridor (Nez Perce
Trail). We did it, basically an 8 hour trip
from Elk City, Idaho over the mountains
to Darby, Montana. Great scenery and with
a couple of 8000 foot passes thrown in.
There had been several forest fires, some
a few years old that were showing good
recovery and some from this year.
The second night saw us in Salmon and
after that it was pretty well freeways to
Salt Lake City, Utah and the third night in
Price. Two hours drive the next morning
took us straight into Moab (a state unto
itself within Utah!!).

We then met up with the Manitoba
contingent of Bill and Billie Lang in the
100" and Don Lang and Dan Lange in the
exMOD 110. The whole crew had been
busy stripping the front end of Bill's truck
in anticipation of another diff arriving from
Salt Lake City to replace the blown unit
from on the trip down.
Several other Rover-Landers turned up
during the day, although it did appear that
Tony Klassen from Iron Goat had gone
M.I.A. Luckily he did turn up – a day late.
The rally was organized to allow groups
to follow a leader on designated trails, the
groups were a max of 12 and since there
were in excess of 220 Land Rovers it was
important to get there at a reasonable time
in order to get on the run you wanted.
We opted for the Kane Creek Run on
the first day. It is designated a 5 (out of
7) so in general it's fairly easy with a few
tougher sections with steps and loose rock.
The section coming out through the canyon
at the end is the most scenic with some
interesting ledge driving.
Interestingly the trail is about 30 miles,
we went from north to south with the creek
flowing south to north, totally dry at the
north end and running really well at the

south, all that sand really sucks up the
moisture.
Fins N' Things was our Day 2 Run, a
real classic slick rock trail, with several
ups and downs that you might think twice
about on any other kind of surface, that
stuff doesn't want to let go of your tires!! It
was generally a fairly easy drive although
one truck did blow up something in the
rear end.
The third day was a free day, we didn't
do a lot, just bumbled around, shopping
eating and drinking, not a bad day.
The final day we decided on the Top of
the World trail. There were a few moderately challenging spots, but get the right
line and no major problem. The real prize
was the view from the top! You could stand
on the edge and look down what looked to
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be thousands of feet. Spectacular!
Phil and I have probably done 8 or 10
of the trails, they're all great, and there are
dozens more to do, wonder when??? Phil?
The wind-up bash was held that night
with loads of raffle prizes they even raffled
off a Disco that had been done up with all
the sponsors goodies, pretty neat.
It was a great get-a-way and kudo's to
the Solihull Society for a great event!!
Cheers, Dave

only the number of attendees (414 including all staff and sponsors) but number
of trucks too. The number of sponsors
and vendors was significantly up from
2007 showing a total of 66 with some
very influential names well known to any
Land Rover owner/enthusiast in North
America – Inland Rovers, Superwinch,
Rovers North, Rovertym Engineering, British Pacific, Atlantic British & Bill Burke’s
4-Wheeling America to name a few.
This year’s National Rally saw a few
changes and surprises to the event layout.
This year an extra day was added to the
agenda and was listed as a 'no trails' day or
day off for drivers and trail leaders. Not only
was this a day off where one could sleep in
(check-in time for trails every day was at
7:00 a.m.), but it allowed for some shopping, a casual lunch in downtown Moab and
then head over for the Car Show & Vendor
display at the Spanish Trails Arena.

thanks to Bill, Billie & Don Lang from
Manitoba for arranging with my husband to
have a cake on hand and to have the whole
arena sing Happy Birthday to me. It was a
birthday I shall never forget. Thanks!
Saturday it was back to trails and miles
of slick rock with cameras always at the
ready for everyone. The Trail Leaders for
the whole Event were made up of Solihull
Society members and they did a fabulous
job of taking eager and enthusiastic drivers and passengers on the selected trails.
Big thanks here to our fantastic trail leaders and friends Barry & Bev Barton from
Colorado. We had these two in 2007 as
leaders and they are awesome!!

2008 National Land Rover Rally
Text & photos: Pamela Blair, Armstrong
1999 Discovery II
If you have yet to experience the magic
of Moab, then I would suggest that you
make sure it is on your 'bucket list' on the
page marked 'do soon'.
Moab, the surrounding area, the town,
the eateries, the people and the expertly
put together network of trails makes for
one fantastic destination spot for any offroader. The dust from the all around you
red rock literally gets under your skin
leaving you wanting more slick rock, more
views and definitely more adventures in
southern Utah.
Every year the Colorado-based Solihull
Society hosts the National Land Rover
Rally and every second year the Rally is
based out of Moab.
Known continent-wide by drivers of
every 4x4 vehicular type, Moab is an offroaders Mecca. There are literally thousands of miles of trails in a vast network
that has something for everyone. Once a
driver gets the idea of what to look for the
trails are easy to follow and getting lost is
well, hard to do. Not only are there signs
pointing the right way and painted symbols
on the slick rock but there are always lots
of other vehicles out and about getting
their thrills and chills.
This year's turnout for the National
Rally was record breaking to date with not

Barry guides
Dave over
the top of
the
Waterfall

At the Vendor display which ran from
4-8:00 p.m. and situated right smack in the
middle of the arena was the totally tricked
out white Discovery I that was the biggie
prize in this year's raffle. (tix were $25)
The winning ticket was drawn on Saturday night at the banquet and it was won
by Chuck McKibben from Indiana. It was
overheard at one point he had bought 14
tickets but that he also had 9 Land Rovers
at home!
Another surprise at the Vendor's night
came my way, and although I was terribly
embarrassed, I was very touched. Special

L to R: Dan Lange, Don Lang, Bill Lang, Randy
Hay, the Birthday Girl, Phil Armstrong, John
Parsons, Dave (Big Daddy) Tebbutt, the birthday
girl's best buddy, Peter Tebbutt & Billie Lang.

Barry guides
Bill up
The Wedge

The three days of trails included many
famous and classic Moab trails such as:
Hell’s Revenge, Poison Spider Mesa,
Behind the Rocks, Metal Masher, Steel
Bender, Moab Rim, Kane Creek Canyon,
Top of the World, 7 Mile Rim and the
always popular and fun Fins N’ Things.
National Rally 2008 finished up its four
days with a banquet held at the Grand Centre in Moab to a full house.
After
appetites were satisfied
everyone had a chance
to listen to Platinum
Sponsor and 4x4 legend Bill Burke introduce himself as "Hi,
I’m Bill Burke and I
am addicted to Land
Rovers."
It was then onto raf-
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fling the huge amount of great items donated from two Superwinches, a set of tires,
roof rack, protective armor, performance
chips, magazine subscriptions, tug straps to
t-shirts and mugs and the list went on.
President of the Solihull Society, Karen
Kruetzer thanked all her member/helpers
plus everyone who came out to the 2008
Rally stating it was the biggest Rally to
date. Karen said Rally preps started back
in January of this year and gave special
thanks to Mike Pomponio who was this
year's Rally Sponsor Coordinator and really got everyone going and excited for this
event. Special thanks also went to Jenny
Burris who took care of all the details
big to little and who is such an incredible
volunteer.
After the dust had settled and the totals
tallied for money taken in from the raffles
and seeing that the costs were more than
covered for the Disco I, Karen Kreutzer
announced that $13,440.00 would be
donated to the Grand County Search &
Rescue and the Grand County Humane
Society.
Next year's National Rally will be back
in Colorado in a different area than what
was used in 2007 so book your holidays
now! Remember if you love off-roading

and you love Land Rovers this is a 'must
do' event for you.
Thanks to everyone at Solihull and in
Moab who contributed in making the 2008
National Land Rover Rally a great success
for everyone, happy trails and… see you
in 2009.

Editor's Note:
A Rally write-up from Stuart Longair &
Sharlene MacEachern was also submitted.
However, it arrived too late to be included
in this issue.
Please look forward to more 'Tales from
the Desert' in the Rover-Lander's Spring
2009 issue.

This issue's Rovering Rover is...

Sadie

patiently waiting while Roger
does the brakes on his Disco I.
• Roger & Polly Sutcliffe, Rosedale

Photo submitted by R. Sutcliffe

Want to see your Rovering Rover
in the Rover-Lander? Send one in!
Must be a member's dog and
featured in or by a Land Rover.
The Rover-Lander is looking for
2009 Rovering Rover submissions.
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Team Latitude rolls through Langley – September 2008
Article sent in by Phil Armstrong
Permission granted to the R-L Editor from
the Langley Advance to re-print article
Photos located on the Latitude website
Team Latitude collects tales of
climate change
September 16, 2008
Matthew Claxton, Langley Advance
Three Englishmen passed through Langley this week moving east. In fact, they've
been steadily moving east since April 28,
as they circle the globe to look for evidence
of global warming.
David Smith, Spike Reid and Peter Lovell
are members of Team Latitude, a quest sponsored by the Royal Geographic Society to
circle the earth at 50 degrees north.

Working their way through Europe and
Asia at the latitude of southern England
has sent them through some of the world's
most inhospitable territory. Now they are
getting the Land Rover serviced for the
first time in more than 10,000 miles and
preparing to finish their trip by crossing
Canada from coast to coast.
Smith explains that the trio are investigating the social impacts of climate change,
in particular the effects rising temperatures
have had on farmers, loggers, fishermen,
and others who work on the land.
None of them were professional adventures before they began their excursion.
Lovell was a project manager, Reid a product designer and Smith had just finished a
Phd in mathematical modeling.
The trip began with Lovell and Reid
talking about a road trip.
Their vague plan began just as Land
Rover and the Royal Geographic Society
launched a contest in England: the team to
come up with the best idea for an expedition would receive funding and a vehicle
for their trip.
After their success, Lovell and Reid

recruited Smith and began planning. They
quickly realized that it would not be the
trip they had imagined.
"As it turns out, it's not a road trip at
all," said Reid.
On the portion of their trip between
Kazakhstan and eastern Siberia, they could
barely find a road to drive on.

Their trip had included a number of hazards, such as fording rivers and crossing
harsh deserts, but so far they've avoided
any mishaps.
After being advised by almost everyone they met to carry guns when passing
through Kazakhstan, they were a bit worried about the locals. On one occasion,
a suspicious truck driver cocked a rifle
before approaching them. They managed
to diffuse the situation by proving they
were harmless Englishmen.
The average resident of Kazakhstan
turned out to be quite happy to see them.
"In Kazakhstan, everyone is incredibly
friendly," said Smith.
They were constantly being invited into
the homes of strangers.
Their weirdest, and luckiest, encounter
the group has had so far took place in the
middle of the Gobi Desert of Mongolia.
The trio had been traveling across the
trackless wastes for seven days without
seeing a single person. They were in the
middle of the least populated part of the
least populated nation on Earth.
Suddenly they saw a flash of orange up
ahead. It turned out to be a convoy of 4
Land Rovers, all driven by a crew checking out potential courses for a G-4 off-road
racing challenge.
Team Latitude caught up in the convoy,
said hello, and followed them back to their
base camp. Just as they were driving the

last few miles, their engine started to lose
power.
The racing team's mechanic - the only
Land Rover mechanic for thousands of
miles - checked out the problem and fixed
it within a day. "Not only that, he recognized the vehicle," said Lovell. "He
actually kitted out our vehicle six months
earlier," he said.
If they hadn't run into the racing team,
their engine would have seized within 10
miles, stranding them in the middle of
nowhere.
The serious side of their work has
involved speaking to anyone and everyone about what they have seen in climate
change.
"The scariest thing is everybody we've
spoken to has seen change of some kind in
the last five years," said Smith.
While the west is still arguing about
whether global warming forced them off
their traditional homes because of deep
snows. One family they spoke to lost all
their livestock and had to migrate 1,000
miles to the east to survive. "It's been quite
sobering," said Reid.
While in British Columbia, the trio was
taking advantage of the first Land Rover
dealership they've seen since Europe to have
their vehicle given a thorough servicing.
They are also talking to farmers, fishermen and especially loggers. They want to
know what effect the pine beetle epidemic
has had on local livelihoods.
From here, they'll try to stay about 60
miles north of the US border as they head
through the Interior and then the Rocky
Mountains. They'll depart North America
from Newfoundland.
Their brief break in the lower mainland
has been quite nice says Team Latitude.
City names like Surrey and Victoria along
with the grey, rainy weather, remind them
of home in England.
To keep up with Team Latitude's exploits
as they cross Canada, or to read about
where they've been, visit their website at
www.threegosideways.co.uk
Roxanne,
heavily listing
in the mud at
the edge of the
Sea of Japan.
Continued on
Page 20
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Editors Note:
Here are a more few interesting tidbits
found on the web about the Trio.
The 110 is known as Roxanne or Roxy.
• The Intrepid Trio
Team Latitude are circumnavigating the
world in a Land Rover Defender studying climate change along the line of 50°
North, starting from the Lizard Peninsula,
through Europe and into Asia before crossing Canada and returning to the UK.
• Land Rover 'Go Beyond' Bursary
The Land Rover ‘Go Beyond’ Bursary, run
by the Society on behalf of Land Rover,
provides £10,000 funding and the use of a
Land Rover 110 Defender vehicle to help
the recipient 'go beyond' when exploring
their understanding of a particular geographical environment.

The award aims to promote a wider understanding and enjoyment of geography and
should take the recipient beyond their normal limits and boundaries.
• Excerpt from the Trio's web blog:
We are meeting the G4 fixers tonight and
should be able to get things fixed at the
beginning of next week. If not then we
could be in for a long wait while some new
parts are sent out. Roxy is an amazing car,
we take her all sorts of places and probably
drive her very badly (i.e. my meeting with a
certain tree) but she just keeps going, however Mongolia is no easy place to live for a
car and the list of faults is as follows.
• Broken roof rack (every stanchion is
cracked and being held on by paint)
• The rear diff is leaking oil
• The turbo can not maintain pressure
• Spare tire is flat
• Wing mirror is broken
person. Sunday January 11th will be our annual
Snowflake Chase: route & area still TBA.

What's happening in 2009 ??

May 16th, 2009
Van Dusen Gardens ABFM, Vancouver
Open to all British made vehicles. Gates open at
7:30 a.m., all vehicles must remain on site until
4:30 p.m. More details to follow at a later date.

Up coming Runs & Events for 2009
• check the Rover-Landers of BC website
for further or updated details & dates
www.roverlanders.bc.ca
December 18th, 2008
Rover-Landers of BC Christmas Dinner
In lieu of the monthly December meeting the
Rover-Landers invite any and all to a casual dinner in the usual meeting spot at Ricky's Restaurant (8958-152nd St. Surrey) at 7:30 p.m. Items
can be purchased off a special Christmas menu.
January 10th & 11th, 2009
Founder's Day, AGM & Snowflake Chase –
Cloverdale Rodeo Grounds
This is the Rover-Landers' annual indoor event
held at the Cloverdale Rodeo Grounds at 62nd
Ave. & 176th St., Surrey. The event is open to
any and ALL Land Rover owners and is a funfilled day with workshops, prizes, draws, vendor displays, demos, parts swap & ending with
the Peoples' Choice Awards for the best trucks
on display. Doors open at 2:00 p.m., Event
ends at 10:00 p.m. Truck Entry: $10.00 / truck
and includes all occupants. Walk-in's: $5.00 /

August 1 - 23, 2009
Canol Road, Yukon & NWT
The Canol (short for Canadian Oil) Road was
a project that built a pipeline and road from
Norman Wells, NWT to Whitehorse, YK during
WWII. The pipeline no longer exists, but the 232
kilometre (144 mile)-long Yukon portion of the
road is maintained by the Yukon Government
during summer months. The Canol Road starts
at Johnson's Crossing on the Alaska Hwy near
the Teslin River bridge, 126 km (78 mls) east of
Whitehorse and runs to the NWT border. The
highway joins the Robert Campbell Hwy near
Ross River, YK, where there is a cable ferry
across the Pelly River, and an old footbridge,
still in use, that once supported the pipeline.
Dave & Pamela Blair would like to head up an
expedition into this area on the dates chosen
figuring it will take about 3 weeks to complete
the trip up and down plus as much as the Canol
Road as possible. A list of interested parties has
already started and is full to date with the end
result being a max 10-12 truck group going up.
If interested please contact Dave at daveblair@
blackpress.ca and your name can be placed on
the cancellation/waiting list.

• The ABS has stopped working
• The brake light keeps coming on while
we are driving (not sure why so ideas are
welcome)
Despite all this we have managed to keep
going and should be able to get all the
medicine to cure our baby in the city, I
might even have managed to fix the turbo
problem today. We are off to meet the G4
people now, but want to thank Asif (the
mechanic) and all the G4 guys, you really
saved us on Thursday morning, enjoy the
desert and I hope we will catch up with you
all again soon.
– Pete
The Trio in Banff

Continued from Page 6

vendor attendance.
- Mark M. will organize and run a tire rebeading workshop.
- Dave B. will organize and run a battery welding workshop.
Other workshops will be considered. Please
make suggestions and volunteer. Mark M. will
construct a teeter-totter for inside the agriplex,
perhaps also borrowing a ramp for testing wheel
travel.
– AGM will happen at the Agriplex as a first
event at 11:00 a.m. Vehicle arrival and departure times will not be restricted. Donations for
door and raffle prizes will be accepted from all
sources, please call John Parsons.
– Andy Deane will organize production of
special Founder’s Day T-shirts for sale at the
event.
– Club will take orders at Founder’s Day for
special enamel grill badge commemorating the
Rover-Lander’s 25th anniversary.
– Shawn will be in charge of food.
– Club will rent Lot 8 adjacent to the Agriplex
for the purpose of setting up some sort of
obstacle or trials course.
–We are looking for Volunteers for everything.
Contact Dave B. if you are available to help.
• Christmas Tree Run: Kris M. wants to
organize a run whereby members can register
on line for a permit to cut a Christmas tree and
make a day of going out as a group to harvest
them. Watch for details on the website and
calendar.
• Toy Run: Rick Mellenger reminded everyone
about the Christmas Toy Run on December 7th.
Meeting adjourned 9:05 p.m.
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Jim McEachern Memorial Run
Ashnola / Whipsaw – October 3 - 5th, 2008
Text by David Vervaet
Photos: Andy Deane, Bill Eastwood &
Pamela Blair
We decided to leave early from home
and not attend the Rover Rendezvous in
Keremeos. It seemed a little redundant to
drive in and then drive out again after waiting for others to show up. Plus, we needed
time to set up camp and we were hungry.
Driving Hermione, our Series III soft
top FFR Lightweight up the Hope-Princeton was slow going as we had packed
chainsaws, axes, shovels, rakes and such
for clean up tasks. Also we had packed for
the worst camping conditions, so tarps and
ropes and blocks and tackles filled up any
space after the camping stuff was loaded.
Bear scarers, radio equipment and other
weapons pretty well topped her off. We
carry about 400 miles of fuel too so all this
contributed to significant 3rd gear time, as
my son Eric and I watched everyone else
zip by. Leaving early also spared us the
embarrassment of having all those retro
engine'd turbo oil burner Rover-Landers
leaving us in their dust.
The campsite was easy to find and set
up was achieved in reasonably good time.
We experienced a little 'tent envy' as we
watched Rick put his tent up in about
25 seconds atop the Series IIa 109. A bit
windy and chilly but we managed; tarping
off to trees and the like.
Other Rovers starting showing right
after we got the tent up and there was the
usual walkabout where we stared in wonderment as tents sprung up on top, beside
and behind various vehicles. We particularly liked the Rover marquee behind Craig's
white Discovery, which looked for all the
world like some demented tent was trying
to eat his ride.
We'd driven some 12 miles on gravel
roads, "Nothing to this 4x4'ing" we thought.
"Can't wait to get going tomorrow."
It poured with rain during the night
keeping us from a good night's sleep with
constant drumming on tarps rigged over
the tent. Still; we were not wet, and after a
hearty breakfast of eggs, bacon and toast,
washed down with strong tea; we were
ready to hit the trail at 0900.
Shawn kindly loaned us a set of devices

which lets the air out of our tires to a preset
pressure (20psig). We only discovered on
'airing up' that the de-pressurizing had been
only partially successful as only one tire was
at 20psig the remaining three were at 28psig,
26psig and 25psig respectively. We wondered at one point why Hermione was listing
to starboard so much; now we knew!
Ready to go we were put right behind
our leader Dave and his wife Pamela;
mostly because we (Eric & I) were total
novices and, as I surveyed the others on
this adventure, I realized that we were
probably the most stock truck in the group.
No parabolic springs, no extended range
shocks, steering dampers, winches or 1000
watt driving lights marred our clean lines.
If we needed a tow, this was the sweet
spot!
Well, we missed the turn off (this should
have conveyed a warning of some sort to
us) and had to turn around. By now some
of the group had not missed the turn off
and so were ahead us. We circled back and
found the turn off; for 'turn off' imagine
a small parting in the trees, strewn with
rocks and such that just took off straight up
the mountain!

The first bit was rather steep with an
ever increasing drop off to the offside of
the mountain. I couldn't see being in a
right hooker but Eric did a fair amount of
gasping so I figured we were close to the
edge at times. The track was really quite
narrow requiring shunts to negotiate some
switchback turns. We stopped to allow
the 109 to shunt around (wasn't he supposed to be behind us?) Then Andy in his
Range Rover shut off his motor which then
refused to start... again! As time went on
and more and more folks got involved in
the resuscitation efforts there was a ground
swell of opinion (well mine really) to push
it off the road and set fire to it. It seemed
to be in keeping with a long-standing tradi-

tion on these trails but the idea was shelved
when spark plug wires were identified as
the cause of the no start at least this time.
Andy's truck finally gasped back to life
in the nick of time and we were off once
again.

From here we continued up to the
top of the mountain where the reality of
clear-cut logging was revealed with a huge
area, vaguely reminiscent of the destruction after Mt. St. Helens blew, for us to
traverse. We stopped again to re-group

on a level bit then drove to visit the Jim
McEachern Memorial plaque and admire
the spectacular views across the valley. We
got our picture taken and then drove down
to meet up with some late comers. The ride
down was uneventful and on well used
logging roads. So far so good; this 4x4'ing
is a breeze; a bit bumpy in the Lightweight
but nothing two tough back country boys
couldn't handle.
And then we made it to the start of the
Whipsaw Trail… again, the initial exit off
the highway was unspectacular, a well
used gravel road that extended maybe two
or three miles into the bush. Dave Blair
had allowed a stop at an abandoned mine
on the way in and we had an interesting
time digging in the core sample trays and
marveling at the force of an explosion
which had leveled all the buildings and
peppered surrounding trees with shrapnel.
One particular fir had so many steel shards
in it that you would have thought that some
mad artist had deliberately embedded the
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trunk with them.
On from there and we started to encounter more and more difficult terrain. We
stopped for a brief visit at another memorial and re-attach a crumbling name board
to a cross erected near another camp long
since abandoned. We became increasingly
amazed at what Hermione was achieving as we struggled along behind Dave &
Pamela in their Discovery. As I watched
his rear end seemingly, effortlessly climbing over rocks and up steep slopes and
down through an endless succession of
mud wallows I gradually realized that this
four wheel mountain goat, a Discovery; the
brunt of many jokes and comments about
it only being fit to take the kids to soccer
practice and mum to the mall, is extremely
hard to stay up with. And you need to
keep the next vehicle in sight so you can
read his line through the obstacles and see
where he brakes. I missed that valuable
lesson on a trip up Harrison Lake earlier in
the year and became airborne after getting
too far behind a coil sprung, turbo diesel
Defender.
Dave was kinder, probably feeling some
sympathy for the Lightweight and its lightweight crew. However the track (if you
can call it that) rapidly deteriorated into
a jumble of rocks and ruts interspersed by
pools which varied in size and depth from
splashy to spectacular! If we hadn't been
following someone, we'd have turned back
for sure and said, "this road's impassible!"

But we didn't; we fought and sweated and
ground up hills and down drops that made
us gasp with fright. We finally arrived
at the campsite at a small lake alongside
some meadows where we set up tarps and
the tent.
We tried to find some shelter from the
wind but chose a spot when the wind was
blowing in one direction. By the time we
had the tent up and tarps rigged; the bloody
wind had shifted! Then it began to rain. We
re-rigged a couple of small tarps to keep
most of the rain off the tent; thanking the
good Lord that Shawn and Co. were serv-

ing dinner as we would have had no chance
of lighting our stove in the near gale-like
winds swirling around our tent.

Eric & I bundled up into more layers
and headed over to the campfire where
Pete and a Unimog were dragging deadfalls over to the fire site. The fire was
spectacular already but it seemed as though
it could not be made big enough as more
and more rounds were added to the blaze.
Kris, chainsaw in hand; soon bucked up
enough wood to feed the fire for at least a
week but we just kept heaping it on; trying
to ward off the driving rain by slowly turning in front of the fire drying and warming
ourselves. To make it more interesting the
wind veered occasionally chasing us out
from under the rain shelters with hot blasts
of smoke and sparks.

You have to experience this. We are
huddled under another marquee gazing
out at the fire watching antics of the mad
Polish wood cutter! We’re eating horsd’ouvres served by charming and friendly
fellow Rover-Landers and lining up for a
feast of chicken, roast veggies and beef,
plus all the trimmings! Even a choice of
wine to accent the delicious food. And...
we’re sitting on top of a mountain! 6,500
feet above sea level, in a howling rain
storm! Eric & I were totally taken aback

by the effort to put on such a memorable
meal under less than ideal circumstances.
(horrid actually!)
We ate our fill; thanked our gracious
and talented crew for a splendid effort
and wandered down to the fire which was
now twice the size it should be but doing
little to keep the cold and wet out. Good
news though, as the darkness enveloped
our campsite the temperature dropped and
rain turned through sleet to snow and we
huddled near the fire drinking rum and
telling stories. Finally the food and the
wind chased Eric & I back into our tent
where we gratefully covered ourselves
with sleeping bags and tried to sleep.
Our night was not the best I've recalled;
the wind took to flapping our tarp that
was over the tent so that it beat up on us
all night. We were warm and snug but
wished we’d brought some ear defenders
for the racket outside our tent. I must have
slept; as in the morning I wondered why
it looked so bright out with no sun shining. When I opened the tent there it was;
a nice covering of snow over everything.
I was about to inform my son of my discovery when I noticed the unmistakable
imprint of two bare feet in the snow right
by the tent entrance and the yellow circle
beyond. Recognizing the spoor for what it
was, I grabbed the Nikon and took a picture, knowing that its distribution to Eric's
friends would give a wealth of pleasure.

Dave came over and told us the first
group was leaving at 0900 and we hurried
to pack up so that we could stay with our
mentors for trip down to the road. By redistributing some tarps we managed to make a
windbreak and cooked up bacon, eggs and
toast washed down with generous mugs
of hot tea. After tucking the lightweight in
back of Dave & Pamela’s Discovery we
sat and wondered at what was ahead for
us. Several folks had told us that the more
challenging sections lay ahead. More challenging? What could they possibly mean?
It's all downhill from here; right?
Well, we didn't go downhill as Eric and
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I had thought. We seemed to be staying
at the 6000' level; winding our way up
and down various bolder strewn tracks.
Damage to the trail from the infamous
quads was evident and several times we
encountered bypass trails cut by those less
inclined to drive through huge mud filled
holes or over ruts sometimes higher than
our axles. Dave was quite disdainful of
those people who strayed off the main trail
and doggedly led Eric & I through sections
we truly could not believe was passable by
our group. I remember thinking of those
in our van (that's behind us) who were
driving long wheelbase trucks, some more
heavily loaded than us too. How could they
possibly make it?
We stopped several times for Dave
to instruct and guide us over seemingly
impossible obstacles. I was particularly
amused by Pamela's comment, “this where
they call for the fat guys” when our articulation was totally insufficient to get us traction. Aart's old roof rack earned its keep
by providing hand holds for folk to pull,
push or just hang on until we got through.
This 4x4'ing is a total team effort and
we were on the right team it seemed. We
stopped at one point and could see a Land
Rover attempting an incline that looked
like a 30°+ slope. It was so steep we really
thought that it must be a mistake; but no!
Eric & I and others climbed up to view
the section and watched in awe as Dave's
Discovery bounced and bumped it's way
up the track taking, what to us were horrific features, completely in it's stride. At
this point we received conflicting advice.
Dave said we needed to, "Give it loads of
Wellie" where others said we should take
it slow and steady, but not too steady as to
lose inertia.
"Give it loads of Wellie" might have
worked with another driver but not for me.
We tried a couple of fast attempts; each

time culminating in the terrifying experience of driving down the slope backwards!
Rear vision in a soft top Land Rover is not
the best on the level. Sliding backwards
down a 30°+ slope with a drop off on your
blind side and trees scraping your door
mirrors on the other was a trip to remember. Poor Eric, clinging grimly to handles
and the gear shift (yes! we jump out first
when the gears unload) could only hope
his poor old dad was not going to succumb
to the 'big y'un' (heart attack) and take us
both to Valhalla. We also tried a couple of
slow grinds but got stuck on a huge boulder just at the top of the section and had
to back down again. (Oh Joy!) Finally the
slope to the offside on the trail made backing up, more like backing off, the mountain
so Dave agreed to tow us up the last bit.
Now, when I moved the NATO hook
from the back of the truck onto the front
bumper to make room for a North American towball; I never for one minute thought
that it would be anything other than "ornamental". So, when someone pulled the
pins to open the hook to accept a towing
strap, it refused to open! I'd painted it several times but never attempted to operate it
until now; stuck on the side of a mountain
with everyone watching. Swallowing my
shame; I pounded the hook with a rock
until it had shed enough paint to open then
pounded it again to shut it. Sufficient to
say, it has since been stripped and refurbished and now looks quite out of place on
the bumper with only a single coat of black
Tremclad to protect it.
Back to the story. With no more effort
than towing a trailer on the highway;
Dave's Discovery walked up the hill with
us helping a bit from behind. It was amazing that his mostly stock truck could deliver this kind of performance. After parking
off to the side of a smoother part of the
trail; we scrambled back down to see the
others come up. It really brought it home
to us how difficult the terrain was when
we found it hard to maintain our footing
on the trail! We watched several trucks
through this section, helping, pushing, lifting and laughing until all our group was
on top. It wasn't very surprising to have
to 'help' the 109 that got firmly attached
to some rock and required several of us
to lift his back end in order for him to be
towed over the top. It was also humbling to
watch the diminutive Sheila drive Ryan's
110 Defender up the slope with no pause,

grinding and rocking over the terrain as if
it were nothing.
At this point Dave told Eric & I that
this was the last of the challenging sections
and the rest of the drive would be easy. We
warily accepted this information; knowing
that his understanding of challenge and
ours seemed to be somewhat divergent.
However, after driving for a while and
coming upon no death defying features
I convinced Eric that he should take the
wheel. Eric has less 4x4'ing experience
than me. He had watched me sweat and
shriek; making Hermione do our bidding
so he was not too keen to take over. I
finally got him behind the wheel and off
we went; smiling as we passed through
trees and bushes. We had not gone more
than half a mile and we rounded a bend
to find the trail dropping away beneath
us, to continue through a huge pool, then
up a ledge and on up a slope littered with
boulders and heavily rutted. No chance to
switch drivers (I wasn't going to anyway!)
and Eric handled it all with nary a slip.
He was a natural and we whooped and
hollered as he drove through the section
without a stop. We even returned on foot to
watch others through and in time to see the
LR3 have to back up for a second attempt.
Not too shabby Eric!
The rest of the trip down to civilization was in the main uneventful and we
backed out of four wheel drive (thanks

Bill for stopping to tell us) when we got
onto the logging roads and finally mine
access roads, which were groomed and
fast compared to the Whipsaw proper. We
aired up, thanks again to Bill Eastwood,
and drove into Princeton for gas and a cof-
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fee; then out on the highway for the run
back home. Driving at speeds in excess
of 50mph took a bit of getting used to but
by the time we were gassed up and full of
coffee things settled down. The trip back
to Maple Ridge was fast and solitary as
we saw no-one after we left Princeton. So
much teamwork, so much camaraderie, all
over far too soon.
Were we terrified this weekend? Yes!
Did we feel privileged to have been shep-

herded over some of the most beautiful
wilderness we’d ever seen? Yes! Have we
high-fived and shrieked? Yes! Will we go
back again? You betcha!
I'm ashamed to say that after belonging
to the club for over four years; I barely
know half of the folk's names. But, I would
like to thank Dave our 4x4 mentor, Pamela
the ever cheerful supporter, the generous
and sage advice of Bill Eastwood. The
excellent food provided by Shawn and

the rest of that crew. The warmth of the
campfire provided by Kris, the friendly
and always supportive advise from Andy,
Sheila, the other
Dave, Bernie and all.
We were privileged to
be invited to share the
experience. I hope we,
Eric and I, can return
the favour/ferver.

Jim McEachern Memorial Ashnola / Whipsaw Run - October 3 - 5th, 2008
Text by Pamela Blair
Photos: Pamela Blair & Andy Deane
It was a great turnout and definitely was
a fabulous way to end the 2008 season for
the Rover-Landers of BC. (even if a few
moments felt a bit like herding cats!) For
some newcomers it provided a chance to
finally achieve bragging rights of making
it through the mighty and at times daunting
Whipsaw Trail.
Not only did this group keep growing
and growing so did the list of items trying to be accomplished on this trip. The
Memorial Run for Jim McEachern was
still on the books for the year but it seemed
stalled and not getting into first gear.
Dave & I took over the Run in late summer and as another fall Run was planned
to go through the Whipsaw, we thought,
"Let's make it one big Run and combine the
two events." And so it was.
The R-LBC Whipsaw Trail Preservation
Committee made up of Shawn Doherty,
Andy Deane, Pete Lembesis & Kris Maksymuik had been planning a year-end BBQ
to be held along the Whipsaw Trail for any
and all who wished to come out and so we
added Jim's Memorial Run to it.
Dave & I planned to start the group of
those wishing to attend at the Buckhorn
Campsite along the banks of the Ashnola
River, camp and then depart early Saturday
morning. In the morning run the Ashnola
Traverse in reverse, drop down to Jim's
memorial plaque on Placer Mountain and
be out and at the bridge at Copper Creek to
meet any others at 1:00 p.m.
We left Buckhorn at 9:20 a.m. on Saturday with 14 trucks – 13 Land Rovers and 1
Toyota. Joining the Rover-Landers for this
trip were 3 members from the Washington-based Northwest Overland Expedition
Society. Heading up this NWOES trip was

Craig Miller with his Rover Pup Kuno in
their Disco II, joining him was Paul &
Alsoo in their Range Rover and Paul Carr
in his Toyota.
As for the Rover group we had us in
our Disco II with Oliver & Jaime, Shawn
& O'Doul Doherty - SIII 109, Andy &
London Deane - RRC, John & Sandrine
Curtis - LR3, David & Eric Vervaet - SIII
LW FFR, Rick Mellenger - SIIA 109, Bill
Eastwood - D90, Bernie Buttner - D110,
John Parsons - RR, Dave Fraser - SIII 109,
Andy & Abby Williams - Disco I.
After dealing with more over-heating/
starting issues with Andy's RRC we were
up and over the traverse and into a newish
clear-cut. Don't blink, 'cause nothing stays
the same. We stopped at Placer Mtn. to walk
down to Jim's memorial plaque and have a
moment of silence for our missed friend.
Sadly none of Jim's boys, or his pals Phil &
Dave T could make the Run this year. We
took a nice group photo and then headed out
and down to Copper Creek.

(always prepared) had brought along a
spare water pump and it was decided to
swap it out there and then. A couple of the
Boys stayed back to help Bill while the
rest of the bag of cats headed off out to the
Whipsaw turnoff.

One last stop was made at the old
gravesite at the start of the Whipsaw. Here
Dave with some help from Roger mounted
a small memorial plaque for Willow &
Charlie that I had made for Shawn and I.
With tears wiped away we were off again
and heading into what really looked like
dark ominous weather.
We arrived at the bridge at Copper
Creek at 1:00 for lunch and met up with
Don & Leo MacDonald in their 110. It was
here we heard over one of the VHF radios
that Pete, Kris, Alex, Ryan and Randy Hay
had all left the spot at 12:20 and headed up
into the Whipsaw.
Bill Eastwood became Victim #2 here
as it appeared the water pump on his 90
was causing concern. Black clouds had
now rolled in and it started to drizzle. Bill

The group of 15 rolled along without
mishap to the meadows where they found
the camp being set up, thankfully it was not
down at mucky Wells. The storm was roll-
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pleased with this. Thanks Matt!
Challenge #1 was now done and Dave
& Shawn sadly came in last. (this is not a
typical Series truck’s best event due to firm
leaf springs and no power steering) The
Oregon Team, consisting of Doug Shipman’s son Neil and co-driver Pat Baker in
the 1988 red Range Rover, aced the Time
Trial but not without cost. Getting back
into camp the trees and hills echoed with
the sound of Neil pounding out the passenger side of his RR from the front door all
the way back to the rear fender. Apparently
a tree jumped out at them.
Saturday’s Challenge was an all day
GPS adventure for the teams to find five
waypoints and mark down the symbols
found in each spot. Undaunted by the previous day and night, Dave & Shawn were
first to roar out of the chute at 8:30 with the
IIA and out for a full day.
Mid morning I headed out with Matt,
his dog Brooke and his awesome dad Lan
to the Moon Rocks area to finalize route
plans for the challenge that would be held
there on Sunday morning. After lunch we
came across Erich & Nick taking a lunch
break beside Erich's orange hydrid SI 107
after a futile attempt at locating a waypoint
around there.

The 107 Beast

Then suddenly blasting out of the trees
and stopping only a nanosecond came
Dave & Shawn, they waved hi, said they
were fine and zoomed off across the ridge
in a cloud of dust and were gone.
Meanwhile up at the Quartz Mountain
check spot, Allen Minner and his young
son Dean waited most of the day for any
Teams to pass by and check in.
Dave & Shawn rolled back into camp at
4:45 p.m. with all five of their waypoints
found and too many bruises to mention
on the old truck. They also had towed volunteer Allen Minner and his dying Range
Rover for miles but had to leave them
about 2 miles from camp.
All teams were to be back in camp by
5:00. The three teams consisting of Steve
Shoenfelder in his 90, Neil Shipman &

Pat Baker and Mike Bach & Dennis Bell,
both in Range Rovers all came in together
at 5:35. Erich & Nick limped back in at
5:45 with the orange beast. Having aced
the GPS Adventure Challenge, things were
starting to look better for Team BC in the
old Series truck, who is known affectionately to his friends as SpongeBob.
Matt & Lan cooked up dinner for the
hungry teams and volunteers with chili,
smokies and dessert, then it was off into the
dark again for another time trial, this time
with hills. With my head-light switched on,
stop watch in hand, cones in place, Matt in
position up on the hill and Jim, Lan and
Allen as spotters, we were ready for the
teams to start.
Each team was allowed two runs with
the best time taken for points. Steve in the
90 was off course on his first run but on his
second run did much better. Dave & Shawn
in the Series had a great first run at 2:11, but
Dave opted to waive a second run feeling
he could not better this time without really
hurting SpongeBob. Nick & Erich now in
Nick’s Disco tried their hand in the game
and had the fastest time with 1:28. Blowing
a back tire on the first corner did not stop
them and they kept going and going. But…
by switching trucks and drivers between the
Erich's S107 and Nick's Disco this meant
they could not win NWC. And then there
were four...
Sunday saw the whole group out at the
'Moon Rocks', a famous local 4x4 location
for the fourth and final challenge. Both
Steve & Dave did great, both having clean
runs through the Moon Rocks course. Mike
Bach a bit un-nerved with his long RR opted
for only one try. This now meant a drive-off
was needed between the 90 and the IIA. The
course was tightened up for the two Rovers
who were now vying for a NWC win.

& Shawn in the end as Steve with Dennis
Bell spotting him chose a better line across
the fin which resulted in a faster time. Neil
made it halfway around a second try and
then stopped inside the rock crack saying
enough damage was enough and backed the
RR out. And then there were two...
In the end the points came down to
Steve (driving solo) and his 90 tied with
Dave & Shawn and the IIA for 1st place
overall with 182 points each. Matt with an
ace up his sleeve had a question ready to
break the tie and Steve answered it first.
Dave & Shawn settled for the #2 spot with
this being the best the old truck has ever
done in it’s third NWC. The truck was
beaten up and bruised but I drove SpongeBob off the mountain myself and into
Ellensburg as Dave towed Allen Minner's
dead RR down with our Disco. SpongeBob
really rallied up to this year's NWC coming
out strong and mechanically sound, ready
to Rover on another day.
Big thanks to Matt Mills for all his
efforts and dedication to NWC and thanks
to everyone who came out for a great
weekend Rovering in a fabulous area.
~ Northwest Challenge 2008 Results ~

Dave going first was doing great, until
he nearly put wee SpongeBob over. Then
after some mixed spotting signals ended up
with the truck's center cross member stuck
on a rock fin. With precious seconds ticking
away and several shunts later, it cost Dave

1st Steve Shoenfelder - OR
Defender 90
184 pts
2nd Dave Blair & Shawn Doherty - BC
1966 SIIA 88
182 pts
3rd Neil Shipman & Pat Baker - OR
1988 Range Rover
175 pts
4th Mike Bach & Dennis Bell - WA
1991 Range Rover
145 pts
5th Erich Neal & Nick Eckert - WA
1957 hydrid S107 & Discovery 95 pts
Volunteers: Lan Mills, Jim McPherson
(PCRC President), Allen & Dean Minner,
Pamela Blair & Brooke the lone Rover Pup
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Land Rover

Crossing the Bering Straits by
Land Rover
October 2008
Source: LRL
World Famous explorers in well funded
expeditions over the last two decades have
failed every attempt, but Steve Burgess, a
Yorkshire, England farmer, put himself in
the record books recently by pulling off
the first ever Bering Straits crossing in a
road vehicle.
Although most expeditions have
attempted the crossing of the 56 mile gap
between Siberia and Alaska in the winter
when the passage is frozen, Burgess, 52,
navigated the gap this summer after fitting his Defender with two huge flotation
devices and strapping on a motor and propeller on the back.
The crossing took over a month, since
some nasty weather necessitated landing on the island Little Diomede midway
through the crossing, and waiting the rest
of the month for things to clear up he
finally beached the Defender in Wales.
Alaska at 1:00 a.m. local time on Friday
August 8th.
"Landing in Wales was brilliant, "Burgess
says. " It was the culmination of nearly
nine years' work, and to be the first to get
across was incredible. I'd watched other
people before me try and do it – rich people, big companies, and I thought, 'How
am I going to square up to these people?'
But I showed them how it's done!"
The Bering Straits crossing was just one
step in Burgess' huge 30,000 mile journey traversing four continents. He started
earlier this year from his home in Mirfield, England, traveling 10,379 miles in
50 days to the easternmost tip of Russia.

Despite driving across icy tundra and frozen riverbeds with temperatures as low as
minus 46 degrees Celsius in some of the
remotest places on earth. Burgess' Cooper
Discoverer ST off-road tires provided the
beefed-up traction and outstanding performance he needed.
"It's been a phenomenal trip," says Burgess. "I can't say it was all enjoyable.
I wouldn't do it again – but it has been
incredible, We were on ice roads virtually
all the way from Moscow – thousands and
thousands of miles – and could not believe
how much traction we got from the Cooper tires, they were phenomenal."
Burgess has returned to the UK, to raise
more funds so he can finish the trip,
eventually planning to drive his Defender
all the way down both North and South
America to the tip of Cape Horn.
Prince of Wales marks Land Rover's
60th anniversary
May 13, 2008
Source: The Land Rover Chronicles
Land Rover welcomed HRH The Prince
of Wales today to the company's factory
in Solihull as it celebrated its 60th anniversary.

The Prince of Wales, who also celebrates
his 60th birthday later this year, cut a specially designed Land Rover shaped birthday cake and unveiled a commemorative
plaque to mark the occasion. The cake
was donated to Birmingham Children's
Hospital.
Members of key engineering projects over
the years were present as The Prince of
Wales was given an overview of the manufacturing process at the plant. A number
of historic and iconic Land Rovers were
on show including HUE 166, the first
Land Rover, and a Range Rover Classic
used by the Prince himself.
The visit also enabled the Prince of
Wales to get an insight into Land Rover's
approach to meeting future challenges.
This included an in depth look at the LRX

Concept, a vehicle envisaged with 120g/
km CO2 and 60 mpg capability, and an
insight into the overall environmental
technologies and CO2 strategy being
developed to drive down emissions. Land
Rover is involved in a £700m investment
in sustainable technology that includes the
development of hybrid technology and the
use of lightweight material.
Phil Popham, managing director of Land
Rover, said: "It is a great honour to play
host to the Prince of Wales at such a significant milestone for the company. Land
Rover has played an important role within
the British car industry for 60 years and
we strongly believe that it will continue to
do so for many years to come."
Land Rover helps sustain around 50,000
jobs and exports 78% of all production
to 169 markets worldwide, generating
substantial wealth for Britain. The company supplies a quarter of the global aid
agencies' annual requirement for vehicles.
Additionally, through the Land Rover
G4 Challenge in support of the International Federation of the Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies partnership, Land
Rover is committed to generating £1m for
the Federation across the next two Challenge programmes.
Land Rover also runs the world's largest
consumer CO2 offset programme, balancing all manufacturing emissions and the
first 45,000 miles of customer use in the
UK and other European markets.
Land Rover is involved in numerous
important conservation programmes
worldwide, which are hugely beneficial
to local communities. Without the use of
Land Rovers, some of their rescue missions or emergency operations would be
impossible.
Interactive Land Rover website
celebrates 60 years
September 25, 2008
Source: The Land Rover Chronicles in
Best of the Web
Land Rover has launched a cool interactive website in celebration of Land Rover's 60th Anniversary. You'll need to drag
the Land Rover across the screen in order
to move the Landy and as it travels along
through Land Rover's history and you
can stop and watch archive video footage
of classic Land Rovers. Some of these
videos even we haven't seen before. Defi-
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nitely worth checking out at the link.

Shaun The Sheep With Land Rover
The back of the Farmer's Land Rover is
an ideal place for Shaun to put the Naught
Pigs into and try and stop them being
the bane of his life. It's also a good place
to keep an eye on Timmy the Lamb too.
A brilliant fun set complete with all the
characters and a fantastic Land Rover
model to build.

• The model has adjustable suspension!
• The model’s rear cross member is massively out of proportion
• The model Land Rover has 6 wheel
nuts (as opposed to the regular 5) – Land
Rover had to source these for the rebuild
from a limited edition (2000) military
Land Rover, of which 1750 were made for
the British Army.
• The type of windscreen had to be
sourced as it was made only on a limited
vehicle.
• The real Land Rover has added leg
room!
Shaun's Land Rover headed to various
events around the country this summer
including the Goodwood Festival of
Speed (22-24 June) and The Land Rover
Burghley Horse Trials (30 Aug-2 Sept)
• £24.99 – www.airfix.com
The Hamster and his modified D110
May 09, 2008
Source: www.topgear.com

Shaun, the UK's most mischevious sheep,
is taking to the road on a promotional tour
- thanks to Land Rover's Solihull Tool
Room.
The Land Rover Defender used as a farm
vehicle by the Farmer and his sheep dog,
Bitzer, has been recreated as a life size
replica by Aardman modelmaker Steve
Morrey, plus fitters Richard Hall and Pete
Caden.
The main problem encuntered by Steve
and his team was that the vehicle shown
in Shaun the Sheep is a mix of several
models used the compliment the animation style of the new Shaun series.
"It is based on a Series I, but completed
using a mix of several models," said
Roger Crathorne, Land Rover technical
communications manager. "We used a
1951 rolling chassis with a 90-inch rear
body. There are panels used from a variety
of Land Rover Series vehicles including
2007 Defender panels. It has taken seven
weeks to complete and has now passed its
MOT making it completely road-worthy."
Try these facts out for size:
• The Land Rover model took 8 days to
build and paint, compared to the 8 weeks
it took for the real Land Rover
• The model is an amalgamation of 5 different Land Rover styles

Richard Hammond a.k.a. the Hamster
from BBC's TopGear Magazine and Television Show has always been a big Land
Rover fan.
Eight years ago he set out to build the
Defender of his dreams. He's finally content with the monster he's created and one
look at the specs listed will tell you this
was no small feat.
It's powered by a 4.5 liter V8 from JE
Engineering and has a 4-inch lift, internal
rollcage from QT Services, rear axle from
a Discovery for rear disc brakes and the
list goes on and on.
We're hoping this vehicle makes an
appearance on TopGear when the next
series begins in August.

• Richard Hammond, a Land Rover
Defender, a bunch of cash and a grudge
against Jimmy Savile...
"When I wrote to Jimmy Savile at the age
of seven to see if he could Fix It for me
to have a go in a long-wheelbase Land
Rover, the miserable sod never bothered.

Every week, he sent other kids off to meet
the Pope, climb Mount Everest, dance
with Legs and Co. and fly spaceships.
For crying out loud, I even lived just
down the road from the Land Rover factory. So it couldn't have been easier for
Jimmy to Fix It for me. He could have
fixed that one in his lunch break. But no,
nothing. Jim'll Fix It for me? Ha, well
I'll fix it for him, I decided - my language
was, perhaps, a little strong for a sevenyear-old, but the sentiment entirely forgiveable, I'm sure.
The point was, as a lad growing up in
suburban Solihull, I craved the wilderness, the wide open spaces and what was,
to me anyway, the glamour of machines
that could carry you beyond the sprawl
of Birmingham and into the desert, the
jungles and the mountains that lay, I was
sure, just beyond it.
Not one to harbour a grudge, I spent the
next 30 years or so brooding about this
oversight on the part of Sir Jimmy Savile
and decided that the only way to overcome this childhood wound was to Fix
It for myself. So I have. And this is it. In
fact, it's taken eight years to fix. I seem
to have got a little carried away with the
business of turning this Land Rover into
the one I dreamed of having a go in when
I was seven.
I shan't give you the full list of what I've
done to it, because you would saw your
own legs off out of boredom. So here's the
seriously edited version:
The engine is a 4.5-litre V8, hand-built
by legendary Land Rover and V8 specialists, JE Engineering. It's been balanced
and gas-flowed, has a custom crankshaft,
camshaft and induction pipes and is set up
for maximum torque right across the rev
range.
With three sub-woofers and six speakers,
the stereo is very, very loud and can cause
you to go to the lavatory'
A full-length, stainless steel exhaust system remains, but via a lever mounted in
the cabin, diverters can be operated to
send the exhaust gases direct from the
headers out through the custom-built
stainless steel sidepipes with no silencers
to get in the way.
Elsewhere, it's had a four-inch suspension
lift, with dislocation cones for maximum
axle articulation off-road, matching radius arms and all-new bushes. (Stay with
me; this is important.) Front brakes are
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Editor’s Message
Another season of Rovering has come
to a close and for many of us we had lots
of fun celebrating the 60th Anniversary of
our favorite truck ~ Land Rover. Just think
about it, wow that cheap utilitarian farm
truck has really evolved over the years.
I wonder what Mr. Wilks would think if
he saw a flashy fancy-pants Range Rover
Sport roaring down the motorway.
We Rover-Landers have not had extreme
adventures like the chaps on the Team Latitude Project or Steve Burgess crossing the
Bering Straits, but a lot of us have had our
own great Rover adventures this year. For
me it was doing the White Rim Road in
Utah, it was incredible! Camping under a
full moon and in the desert was magic.
Lots of events were on the books this
year and most were well attended or had
enough trucks out. It would have been nice
to see that magic number of 60 Land Rovers at the Van Dusen ABFM, but hey... 50
Rovers was nothing to scoff at, was it?
Congratulations to all our members who
won awards at the various 2008 ABFM's
this year. Well done everyone!
Some of us thought that with high fuel
costs over the summer, people would stay
home from events. However, the Canadian
count of 30 people and trucks that headed
down to the National Rally in Moab was
fantastic, 22 from B.C. alone! To note, gas
was significantly cheaper in the US than
Canada during September.
The Mackenzie Trail Expedition that
was done in two groups did not fail to
disappoint – it was an overgrown buggy
bush grunt as expected. Going down to the
Home Ranch this time was spectacular and
well worth it. The second group going in a
week later had a slightly different trip than
us due to heavy rainfall after we were out.
Sorry, no write-ups or pictures were sent in
to the Rover-Lander for that trip.

September & October was a Rovering
whirlwind for us after getting back from
the Rally in Moab. We were home for two
weeks then out again to head up the Jim
McEachern Memorial Run doing a reverse
Ashnola Traverse and then a complete run
of the Whipsaw. The BBQ (in the storm)
was awesome guys, thanks so much!!
It was upsetting to see the logging devastation back behind Placer Mountain, I
just hope it's being done to harvest beetle
killed trees. What a mess! However, the
red rock scree of the traverse was still as
impressive as ever despite the drizzling
morning when we all went up.
Back home for four days, Dave, Shawn
and I headed out to Northwest Challenge in
central Washington. If you read the writeup you will now know about some of our
escapades getting down there. In the end, I
was very proud of Dave & Shawn but more
so of SpongeBob – the little truck was awesome!! As mentioned he has come out of
the competition with more bruises on top of
old bruises that were still there from Mackenzie Trail in August. Most are cosmetic
and panels can be replaced or banged out.
However, a power-steering pump install
just might be on the list for winter repairs.

Not sure how much more competition we will do in the future, not only is
it expensive (repairs & parts) but I think
Dave scared himself pretty good in the
Moon Rocks. If we do continue I think I
had better pack Big Boy diapers for him
and a defibrillator for myself. Still it was a
fun event and huge hats off to Matt Mills

for seeing the whole event though.
We are already looking forward to next
year's Rovering activities and doing more
trips with and for Oliver & Jaime. It was
great fun to see all 6 dogs playing together
in the frosty grass on the Memorial Run.
As for the Rover-Lander, thanks everyone who contributed items to it this year,
everything is very appreciated and really
helps out. My apologies for the summer
issue being 'dark', I had a sample done up
first at the printers and it was fine, but the
final product was too dark. Hopefully this
next one will be okay.
The color center spread started off as a
simple two page idea showing a few nice
pictures but ended up growing and spreading before my eyes. The end result being
that I decided to show as many members
Rovers who came out this year and as
many 2008 events as I could with available photos. I spent hours going through
all the online albums plus all of mine. If I
have forgotten any of you I am truly sorry,
it means that either there were no pictures
available or I ran out of room. I have
included an ID of the Rovers, owners and
events at the bottom of this page in case
anyone is curious about who's who.
Here's your first reminder to get your
2009 membership applications in asap, (a
2009 form is enclosed in this issue or use
PayPal) this way you won't have to stand
in line at Founder's Day waiting for me. I
will be taking and processing 2009 memberships at Founder's Day and will be at
the main door checking the trucks in.
2009 is year 25 for the Rover-Landers
of BC, so let's make it a good one to
remember. Happy rovering to you all.
Have a very great Christmas & New Year
everyone!

always, PB & the Rover Pups

List of Rovers on Pages 18 & 19 ~ 2008 Year at a glance. Left to right, top to bottom.
Page 18 • Cory Paulger 1987 110 - Van Dusen ABFM; David Vervaet 1979 LW FFR - Memorial Run; Victor Gerwin 1962 SII 109 Dormobile - Van Dusen
ABFM; Roger Sutcliffe 1994 Disco I - Hale Creek Run; JD Baillie 90 - Cowichan Valley Run; Phil Armstrong 1987 90 - Mackenzie Trail; Bernie & April Buttner
1984 110 - White Rim; John Vanderwal 1971 SIIA 109 - Van Dusen; Derek Norman 1989 110 - Hale Creek Run; Barry & Andrea Newton 1973 SIII 88 - Van
Dusen; Ryan Ulansky 1988 110 - Snowflake Chase; Greg Pollock 1984 SIII 109 - Mackenzie Trail; Dave Blair 1999 Disco II - National Rally; Dave Tebbutt
1975 RR - Mackenzie Trail; Shawn Doherty SIII 109 - Hale Creek Run.
Page 19 • Don MacDonald 1993 NAS 110 - Elaho River Campout; Group - Seton-Portage Run; John & Sandrine Curtis 2008 LR3 - Whipsaw September;
Ryan Ulansky 1988 110 - Mackenzie Trail; Colin Parkinson 1987 RR - Snowflake Chase; Dixon Strachan 1997 Disco I - Mackenzie Trail 2; Stuart Scantlebury 1997 Disco I - Rover Ranch; Pete Lembesis 1984 110 - Whipsaw September; Warren Foster 90 - National Rally; Danny Miller 1984 110 - Green Mtn.
Run; Andrew Phillips 1993 RR - Van Dusen ABFM; Scott Elias 2002 Disco II - Whipsaw November; Victoria (Christopher) Wiebe 2000 Disco II - Rover Ranch
Run; London (Andy) Deane 1991 RRC - Memorial Run; Ian Moore 1963 SIIA 88 - Van Dusen ABFM; Anthony Walters 1955 SI 86; Dave Fraser 1983 SIII
109 - Memorial Run; Sharlene MacEachern 1997 RR - Van Dusen ABFM; Floris Van Weelderen 1968 SIIA 109 - Hale Creek Run; Bill Eastwood 1986 Ex-Nato
90 - Hale Creek Run; Neil & Sherry Hamelin 1961 SII 109 Carawagon - Founder's Day; Kris Maksymuik 110 - Memorial Run; Robin Gang Li 1993 RR - Hale
Creek Run; Rick Mellenger 1965 SIIA 109 - Memorial Run; Andrew Williams 1996 Disco I - Memorial Run; Stuart Longair 1990 110 - National Rally; Andy
Deane 1991 RRC - Whipsaw September; Dave Blair 1966 SIIA 88 - Northwest Challenge; John Parsons 1982 RR Memorial Run.

